Could Not Find A Match - this source code work well with visual studio 2008 and compiled but with xe4 not work and not compiled. please help me to solve this error

(c++) Error) Unit1.cpp(78): E2285 Could not find a match for Error E2147 server.h 42: 'TPCsocket' cannot start a parameter declaration

Created by Sun Microsystems in 1991, Green Team – handheld controller

For English-like pseudo code, For example, to compute gross pay Some common programming languages: Java, BASIC, C++, C, Python

variable declaration Syntax errors that may be in the program will be discovered during compilation.

This section describes error and warning messages for the Appmethod C++ 32-bit

Declaration is not allowed here (C++) · E2141 Declaration syntax error (C++)

Cannot find 'class'::operator=('class'&) to copy a vector (C++)

Found invalid character from source code in the current text locale %s (C++).
So the basic parser now collects and registered variables, and the code emitter with mprogram, units, objectOf('unit1') do. with classes. Much like C#'s fixed syntax, which prevents the garbage-collector and heap manager from either. (generics stands out like a sore thumb, with it's C++ background).

Follow me on Twitter and join my C++ Builder group on Facebook:

Twitter: Project / Remove from project / Unit1.cpp Form 1 / OK / (Don’t forget to click Unit1.cpp Form Note this line may be forgotten in example code and you get a linker error. with a additional information like: "10.0.17 released 7/27/2009 New release."